ABSTRACT WLAN-based indoor positioning algorithm has the characteristics of simple layout and low price, and it has gradually become a hotspot in both academia and industry. However, due to the poor stability of Wi-Fi signals, received signal strength (RSS) fingerprints of some adjacent reference positions are difficult to evaluate similarity when utilizing traditional distance-based calculation methods. By clustering these RSS fingerprints into one region, the commonly utilized KNN algorithm in the past cannot achieve accurate positioning in the region. For this, we introduce a concept of the insensitive region of the RSS fingerprint and a new algorithm named DBSCAN-KRF. This algorithm can delete noise sample and detect insensitive region, then, different methods are selected to achieve indoor positioning by judging the region of the estimated fingerprint sample, the KNN algorithm is selected when the region is sensitive, and random forest algorithm is selected when the region is insensitive. The experimental results show that the DBSCAN-KRF algorithm is superior while compared with other alternative indoor positioning algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the wake of the rapid development of wireless communication technology and computer technology, location-based service(LBS) has received much attention from both academia and industry, the most critical issue for it is how to use positioning technology to obtain current position accurately and rapidly. According to different application scenarios, positioning technology can be divided into outdoor positioning and indoor positioning. The outdoor positioning technology mainly relies on the traditional satellite positioning, such as Global Positioning System (GPS) and BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS), these systems are very mature and have been continuously optimized, they can basically meet the needs of people in the outdoor environment. However, people require higher-accuracy
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhanyu Ma. positioning in indoor environment, and the GPS signal may be obstructed by the building wall, so the satellite positioning technology cannot provide better indoor positioning effect [1] . At present, wireless communication technology and image processing technology are widely used to achieve indoor positioning. Among them, the accuracy of image processing technology is very high, especially when the deep learning method is applied to the image processing. However, it must use camera equipment frequently to take pictures, the inconvenience of this technology makes it difficult to apply in specific applications [2] , [3] . Wireless communication technology has many advantages, such as convenient installation, high maturity, low cost and small size, it has been widely applied in indoor positioning [4] .
In the indoor environment, wireless communication technology is commonly used to achieve positioning, such as ultra-wideband (UWB), Zigbee, geomagnetism or WLAN and other technologies [5] . Among them, the accuracy of UWB and Zigbee technology is very high, they can achieve positioning with meter level accuracy, but the equipment is expensive, they are not suitable for large-area indoor environment [6] , [7] . The geomagnetic technology is much cheaper than ultra-wideband or Zigbee, but its accuracy can only reach 100 meters or so [8] . Therefore, all of the above methods are not suitable for large-scale smart building. In recent years, while moving ahead with the smart-cities, the coverage area of WLAN network inside the building become more and more wide, therefore, using WLAN technology to achieve indoor positioning can avoid the purchase of special signal transmission and receiving equipment, it can lead to greatest reduction in cost [9] . Moreover, the accuracy of WLAN positioning can reach 1-10 meters by using appropriate positioning algorithm, which basically meets the needs of indoor positioning [10] .
The method of indoor positioning based on WLAN signal strength can be divided into two categories, the triangle algorithm and position fingerprint algorithm. The triangulation algorithm can estimate the position by using the distance information between the measured point and the reference points. Its high accuracy strongly relies on the certain AP position and the accurate loss model for Wireless signal transmit, but in fact, due to the complexity of indoor environment, it is very hard to establish accurate model, so this method is rarely used in reality [11] . On the contrary, the position fingerprint algorithm acquires the position by comparing the fingerprint information of estimated point with that in fingerprint library. Position fingerprint is a set of RSS values received from various APs at a certain time and position, it is a purely data-driven method, hence we need not set the accurate loss model for Wireless signal transmit, these advantages make the method prevalent in the area of indoor positioning under complex situation [12] , [13] .
II. RELATE WORK A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In general, the fingerprint-based indoor positioning system can be divided into two phases of operation, online and offline, just like the below picture 1 [14] .
As shown in Figure 1 . In offline phase, the sign information of each Reference Points(RPs) should be gathered to build a fingerprint database, we can obtain a position model by training these fingerprint data, this model can reflect the mapping relationship between signal information and position. This positioning model will be used in the online phase, in this phase, the current position can be estimated by entering the instantaneous signal into the positioning model.
B. BUILD FINGERPRINT DATABASE
Several RPs are set evenly in the positioning area, at each RP, mobile terminal can be used to collecting signal strength data from each access point(AP) for several times, this data is the fingerprint information of the RP [15] . After storing the fingerprint information of all the reference points in a database, the establishment of fingerprint database is completed. In fingerprint database, each received signal strength (RSS) fingerprint consists of two parts, one of which is physical position of RPs in the positioning area, and the other is the signal strength data received from APs.
C. POSITIONING MODEL
A high-accuracy positioning system depend on a good positioning model, and the model is based on the fingerprint data in the database, how to deal with these data is the key to reducing positioning error and improve accuracy [16] .
For this, a positioning algorithm based on K-nearest neighbor, pioneered by Bahl et al. This method can find out the K nearest positions by calculating the distance between the measured-position fingerprint and all the fingerprints in the database, the target position is classified by a majority vote of its K nearest positions, with the position being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest positions. It is relatively simple and easy to implement, but owing to each positioning needs to calculate the distance too many times, the time complexity of this algorithm is very high, especially when the positioning area is large. Furthermore, it has no anti-interference ability and may cause a great error under complex situation.
In order to improve positioning speed, Zheng Wu proposed a positioning method using online independent support vector machine (OISVM) and undersampling techniques. Compared with traditional SVMs, this method removes the borderline samples and optimizes the kernel parameter. The time complexity of both the training process and the prediction process are significantly decreased [17] . Jun Ma proposed a scheme called ''cluster filtered KNN'' (CFK). This method utilizes clustering technique to partition all the nearest K neighbors into different clusters. In the end, the final estimated position can be calculated based on the elements of only one cluster selected from them. The algorithm improves positioning accuracy effectively through such filtering work. However, the clustering technique in this algorithm is only used for the final position calculation, and the original fingerprint signals are not clustered and analyzed [18] . 
D. DBSCAN
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Appli-cations with Noise) is a density-based spatial clustering algorithm [19] . This algorithm can group together very close points as high-density region clusters, the shape of it could be arbitrarily, hence it can adapt to a variety of data sets. Besides that, DBSCAN has a notion of noise, it can mark points in those low-density region as outliers, so it is robust to noise. It can deal with noise points effectively and discover arbitrary shapes of spatial clustering.
III. DATA ACQUISTION
In order to better reflect the performance of each algorithm more comprehensively, choosing a real environment to test, all of the data comes from the real environment.
A. DIVIDE THE POSITIONING AREA
Taking into account a number of factors, 2 offices and corridors in 25th floor of teaching building is considered as an experimental area, the 2 offices have the same pattern and are separated by a brick wall, each of them is a 8.8m × 5.6m room. These rooms have many desks and cupboards, and there is a constant flow of people in it, so it is a complex environment, the RSS data collected under this situation is representative.
The area of room is about 49 square meters, according to the principle that each RPs should be separated by 1.5m, the layout of our testbed can be divided into around 18 RPs, however, because there are some RPs placed on the desk, so actually each room has 12 reference points. The entire area contains 2 offices and corridors, there are 31 reference points in all.
The floor plan with RPs and APs as shown in Figure 2 .
B. RETRIEVE DATA
The effective distribution of WLAN signal intensity indoo-rs is sensitive to several factors, besides the changeless indoor objects, the movable human body also have an impact on it. The human body is a very important interference source in WLAN signal propagation, whether the fingerprint data collection in offline phase, or the real-time signal reception in online phase, both the two process require the participation of people [20] . In reality, walking is a very common pheno-menon in indoor environment, so we must consider the factor of human body in the preliminary test and practical application. The Figure 3 shows the signal intensity histogram from the same AP at the same RP position when the people handheld receiver and face four directions. It can be clearly seen that the signal intensity varies greatly in different directions. Therefore, measurements in a single direction can lead to absence of an effective fingerprint. In order to obtain more comprehensive signal, a reference point should be divided into four directions, and collect 10 groups of fingerprints on each direction.
IV. PROPOSED METHODS

A. DBSCAN ALGORITHM
In positioning system, if the positioning area is too large, we need to collect a mass amount of RSS samples to achieve better positioning effect, it is inevitable that there will be a certain amount of noise samples in these raw data. Therefore, it would waste large computing resources and time resources by using these raw data directly, even will severely reduce the accuracy of positioning [21] , [22] . In order to solve these issues, the clustering algorithm should be introduced to divided all RSS samples into clusters [23] , [24] .
According to the similarity of data samples, clustering analysis can classify the data and find the distribution characteristics of object space. There are many clustering algorithms have been proposed, such as K-means, SOM, Hierarchical Clustering and DBSCAN etc [25] , [26] . Among them, DBSCAN algorithm is a density-based clustering algorithm, it can not only discover arbitrarily shaped clusters, but also have the ability to handle outliers effectively. Therefore, this paper adopts DBSCAN algorithm as clustering algorithm.
Every point in the dataset could be divided into three kinds by using DBSCAN method, core point, border point and noise point [27] . Each point belongs to what kind of point depends on the sample distribution and two input parameters eps and minpts of DBSCAN algorithm. The former parameter is the neighbor radius when defining the density, if the radius region contains sufficiently many points, a cluster is started. The latter parameter is the minimum number of points required to form a dense region, the type of point is determined by comparing the number of points in the radius region with the parameter minpts. After determining the specific parameters, a random unvisited point x will be selected and count the number of points in its eps-neighborhood N x , if the density |N x | ≤ minpts, marked this point as noise point, otherwise, it is considered as core point and a new cluster is created. Then in accordance with the above principles, calculate the density of each point and identify the core points in this eps-neighborhood of the cluster, if its density more than minpts, marked it as core point and expand the region of the cluster by assigning it to this cluster, if less than minpts, it is considered as a border point. When there are no unvisited points can be assigned to cluster, the new cluster has been completed. Repeating the above clustering process until all the points are assigned to some cluster or marked as noise point, the process is halted and the clustering process is complete.
In this study, using this method to complete the noise processing and insensitive points processing. From the above principle, we can see that the distance calculation method in DBSCAN algorithm is Euclidean distance, which is also used in KNN algorithm. Therefore, the noise points detected by DBSCAN must affect the positioning accuracy, we need to detect and delete it in the data preprocessing. When setting a larger eps and minpts parameters, the clustering process usually gets only one cluster, we can mark the outliers as noise sample in all samples.
The below figure 4 shows the DBSCAN clustering result under the 9 eps and 9 minpts, these outliers are labeled cluster 0 and other sample are labeled cluster 1, it should be clear that there are some samples are the noise sample, sample 292 is one of them. The figure 5 shows the RSS values from sample 100 to sample 350, each sample has eight dimensions which stand for the strength of RSS from different APs. Among them, the adjacent samples come from the same RP and direction, it can be seen that the similarity of the adjacent samples is relatively high. There are still individual noise points which perform differently, the marked points in Fig.5 are different dimensions of the noise sample found by DBSCAN algorithm. Due to the large number of samples contained in this picture, it not very easy to find the abnormal point 292 which is marked in the chart.
In order to show the outliers clearly, the local of the picture is enlarged and contain 15 samples, as shown in figure 6 , sample 292 is marked as an outlier.
Besides the outliers, insensitive points can also reduce the positioning accuracy. When setting a small eps and minpts parameters, DBSCAN clustering can get a number of clusters, if the purity of the cluster is high, in other words, the sample label contained in a cluster is roughly the same, then it means high accurate in this RP by utilizing the KNN algorithm. On the contrary, if the WIFI fingerprints contained in a cluster are taken from many different RPs, which means that the purity of the cluster is low, then we named this cluster VOLUME 7, 2019 as insensitive regions, we should be best not utilize KNN algorithm alone to achieve indoor positioning.
The below figure 7 shows the clustering result under the 6 eps and 4 minpts, the ordinate of the figure represents the type of cluster, it is obvious that cluster 1 contains lots of samples from many different RPs.
B. KNN ALGORITHM
In the indoor positioning, the similarity of RSS fingerprints can be evaluated by calculating the Euclidean distance between them [28] . The formula is shown in below formula.
In formula 1,R is the RSS fingerprint of the estimated position, and L i is the ith RSS fingerprint in the fingerprint library,D (R,L i ) represents the degree of similarity between R and L i , the smaller the D (R,L i ), the more similar both two fingerprints.
When the calculation is complete, sort the D (R,L i ) from small to large and take K nearest positions, the estimated position is classified by a majority vote of its K nearest positions.
C. RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM
When the RSS fingerprint of estimated point belongs to the insensitive cluster, the KNN algorithm is not very good to determine the position of the detection point, hence we require another method that does not rely on distance calculation to achieve indoor positioning.
Random forest algorithm is a bagging algorithm based on decision tree model, its form is represented as a set of multiple decision trees DT = dt 1 dt 2 · · · dt n . Among them, the meta classifier dt n is a pruned classification regression tree constructed by the CART algorithm [29] , [30] .
The principle is as follows.
(1) Simple random sampling I samples from the whole training set with replacement and get a new training set.
(2) Randomly extract L features from the new training set generated in step 1 and get another new training set, then train a decision tree by using this set.
(3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 until n decision trees are trained In the final classification, each decision tree will get a classification result, utilize the majority voting method to get the final classification result of Random forest.
D. DBSCAN-KRF ALGORITHM
Integrating the above algorithms, proposing an indoor positioning algorithm based on sample space discriminant which named DBSCAN-KRF algorithm.
The steps are as follows (1) Cluster the fingerprint library by using DBSCAN algorithm with a larger parameter, some noise samples could be detected in the clustering result, we can delete them and get a new fingerprint library.
(2) Cluster the fingerprint library obtained in Step 1 by using DBSCAN algorithm with an appropriate parameters, we can find X insensitive regions. After taking out the fingerprint samples from the insensitive regions, we can obtain X random forests Model R 1 R 2 · · · R X by training them with the RF algorithm.
(3) Enter the RSS fingerprint received at offline phase, use the KNN algorithm to obtain an estimated position P.
(4) Judging the first N similar fingerprint samples obtained by using the KNN algorithm. If M of them is in the sensitive region, the final estimated position is P. If M of them is in the insensitive region and most of them belongs to the sth, enter the RSS fingerprint into the random forest model R S , we can obtain the final estimated position Q.
In order to describe this algorithm better, pseudo-code for DBSCAN-KRF algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to reflect the superiority of this algorithm more comprehensively, choosing KNN algorithm, random forest algorithm and WKNN algorithm to calculate their positioning accuracy under various conditions, and comparing the positioning accuracy of each algorithm. Due to the two most important factors in learning are the number of samples and the sample characteristics, and so these two factors, the number of RSS samples and the number of AP, are chosen as the condition to calculate their accuracy in the indoor positioning algorithm. Figure 8 shows the positioning accuracy of each algorithm under different APs number. The positioning accuracy is calculated when the positioning error is less than 1.5m and the number of RSS sample in each RPs is 40. We can easily get that positioning accuracy is proportional to the number of APs in general trend. This is because the more APs there are, the more information will be contained in the positioning space. However, each AP have different effect on the indoor positioning algorithm, some APs make a great contribution to accuracy, while others make very small, even make a negative contribution. Figure 9 shows the positioning accuracy of each algorithm under different RSS samples number. The positioning accuracy is calculated when the positioning error is less than 1.5m and the APs number is 8. We can learn from the graph that the number of RSS samples is a very important factor in the fingerprint based positioning algorithm, because with the increase of the number of samples, the accuracy of positioning algorithms has been increased, and there is no drop in accuracy. This is because the more RSS samples are collected, the more comprehensive the information of signal distribution is obtained.
It can be seen easily from the figure 8 and figure 9 , DBSCAN-KRF algorithm is superior to other algorithms under the condition of different APs number or different RSS samples number. Figure 10 is the cumulative distribution probability (CDF) of positioning errors. We can learn from the figure that the accuracy of all algorithms can reach nearly 95% when the positioning error is less than 5m, and the DBSCAN-KRF algorithm is superior to other algorithms under any positioning error. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Positioning accuracy under different parameters. Figure 11 shows the positioning accuracy under different DBSCAN parameters, when set parameters eps is 6 and minpts is 4, the highest accuracy 61.28% can be obtained. The positioning accuracy is calculated when the positioning error is less than 1.5m, the APs number is 8, and the number of RSS sample in each RPs is 40.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, aiming at the problem that the KNN algorithm cannot correctly judge the position information in some regions, the concept of insensitive region of RSS fingerprint signal is proposed, this region can be detected from fingerprint Library by using DBSCAN clustering algorithm. In addition, the KNN algorithm and the random forest algorithm are used to achieve the positioning in different types of regions. Experiment result shows that the proposed algorithm is superior to several other algorithms, it can improve the positioning accuracy. However, in this experiment, the area of positioning environment is not big, so this study does not take into account the positioning rapidity in large environment, moreover, the positioning target is unmoving, hence the positioning of moving targets in a large environment needs to be studied in further.
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